
Description:
With associated advantages of multiple parallel processing for high end computations, reduced time-to-market for new product discoveries, advanced research findings, the global HPC technology market value is expected to grow $45.81 billion by 2024 at an expected CAGR of 6.05% from 2015 to 2024.

The future growth in HPC technology market is mainly expected due to growing demand for Big Data and analytics and high performance computing on cloud.

Enterprises are spurring growth and gaining competitive advantage by integrating HPC and Big Data in their business models for a wide variety of applications.

Global HPC Storage, Networking & Computing market is segmented by application, price band, deployment and geography. Each segment of the market covers major sub-segments contributing to the HPC market revenue.

The niche sub-segments are also covered and considered to evaluate the market value and growth potential.
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